Department: Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Innovative Teaching Method-2020-21

Title of Innovative method/activity: Short Presentation

Name of the faculty: Dr. A. Srujana

Designation: HOD & Professor

Course Name: Power System Operation and Control

Objective of method:
1. To prepare a presentation on a given topic
2. To speak on a given topic
3. To adhere to the time limit
4. To memorize the topic by presenting

Topic Covered through activity: Reactive power Control

Description of method: The students are asked to prepare a short presentation on the topic “Reactive power control” and were asked to present to their classmates. The remaining students will be giving the feedback on the presentation such that they can improve their communication and presentation skills. Benefits of method this method is that student’s attendance during the end of the semester can be improved by invading them in the conduct of classwork. This has helped the student to perform well during internal seminars & project reviews conducted as part of major project evaluation.
Fig: Short presentation by students on Reactive power Control

Outcome: students are able to understand concepts clearly by presenting.

For review contact: eehod@vjit.ac.in